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Алгебраическая реализация ИРГ для многоканальной задачи
рассеяния в системе восьми нуклонов I. Аналитические
результаты

Выведены все основные расчетные формулы алгебраической вер-
сии метода резонирующих групп (МРГ) для многоканальной зада-
чи рассеяния нуклона на Li и Be с учетом канала (Х+(Х. .
Принимается во внимание спин-орбитальное и кулоновское взаи-
модействие. Предложена процедура, позволяющая провести точ-
ное проектирование на состояния с заданными значениями кван-
товых чисел каналов.

All the basic calculation formulae of an algebraio version

of the resonating group method (ROM) for a multichannel

problem of the aoattering of a nuoleon by Li end Be taking

into aooount ot+OC channel are derived. The spin-orbital

and the Coulomb interactions are taken into consideration.

The procedure enabling an exact projection onto the sta-

tes with the given values of the channel quantum numbers is

proposed.
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1. The resonating group method (RGM) appears to be one

of conventional means to solving mioroscopioally the conti-

nuous spectrum problems [it2]. The traditional ways of RGM

numerical realisation are rather complex and require the so-

lution of integral-differential equations, whereas the multi-

partiole translationally-invariant oscillator basis applied

to expand the wave function of the relative motion of inte-

racting subsystems allows one,within the framework of a sub-

sequent microscopic description, to simplify essentially the

problem reducing it to the solution of a set of linear inho-

mogeneous algebraic equations for the coefficients expanded in

basis. The possibility to utilise the oscillator basis for the

solution of the continuous spectrum problems has been revealed

in Refe. [э.4,5]• The noat dlffioult stage* in the solution of

multipartiole Sohrodinger equation in a fixed basis of func-

tions is the oaloulation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements

on the functions of this basis* The generating function tech-

nique (see a short review in [б]) allows one to simplify the

prooedure of calculating matrix elements of different operators

and obtain explicit analytical expression* for these opera-

" tors on the functions with any given values of quantum numbers

characterising the basis*

t She present paper deals with the v f + *юо1ео& and # + «

\ types systems where the 'X nucleus can be * Li or *£e • The
distinctive feature of these systems la that their *X -type

I nuclei possess nonzero spin end can be in different states
t with different orbital momenta. Since the thresholds of diffe-
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rent channels in X +. nucleon systems are nearly equal in
energy then in studying the interaction of neutrons and pro-
tons with Li and 'Bcone cannot restrict himself only to
elastic scattering channels,it is some inelastic scattering
channels that should necessarily be taken into account.

Previously the interactions between nucleons and nuclei
and &£ were treated in the framework of the usual

RGM soheme [7]. The employment of en algebraic version of
RGH to solve the multichannel scattering problem has been
shown in Ref. [в].

In this paper the generating matrix elements are derived

which are able to generate matrix elements of a unit operator

and operators of kinetic and potential energies on the func-

tions of the multiparticle oscillator basis of different

channels in the eight-nucleon system. Here the spin-orbital

and the Coulomb interactions are considered in addition to

the oentral one* Using the integration technique with multi-

polar harmonics the most general form of central and spin-or-

bital interactions are projected onto the states with the

given values, of the quantum numbers of channels,

2* The generating functions of the RGM oscillator basis

are represented via the Slater determinants constructed on

the oluster functions with parameters K; determining the

centers of clusters and if; determining the internal struc-

ture of clusters. For convenience we match the origin of co-

orrdinates with the center of one of clusters. One-particle

states of which the Slater determinant is constructed are

distinguished by spin-isospin functions: spin "upwards" -

(X , spin "downwards" - J3 • proton - у , neutron -

h , and also by the dependence of a spatial variable}

(S> and |p> are the orbitals in the origin of coordinates:

and U
%
> is the orbital with the center in
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The funotion IS*> Is ohoaen such that the orthogonality condi-

tion <S|S'>- 0 be satisfied, ff is a unit rector de-

termining the direction of filling of p -shell, Г» la the

oeoillator radius*

We shall consider the following systems of eight nucleons

splltted into two nuclei characterized by the Tz projection

of the total iaospin of the system:

* П

p (3)

ос**, Li + p ,
 7

6 e + n

The case T
z
~0 is the most complicated one since besides

the inelastio scattering, at which internal atatea of soatte»

ring nuclei change, the nuclear reactions are possible when

as a result of "collision
11
 nuoleons are rearranged and two

new nuolei diverge* To reproduce correctly the relative posi-

tion of the reaction thresholds it is nooessary to utilise

different oscillator radii for the wave functions of different

reaction channels since the oscillator radius is a unique va-

riational parameter permitting variation of the simplest

Intrinsic wave functions of the minimum approximation of the

shell model used for scattered nuolei* She oscillator radii

are ohoaen from the energy minimum condition for the ground

state of nuclei in the corresponding channels for the given

intemucleon interaction*

We consider the
 9
Ц + n system in detail. Por this sys-

tem the following proton one-partiole states are introduced

(4)

where Л, Э and d are the basis spin states which have the

form of two-element columns



С) - f (9 •
J are the states with the iaoapin projection ~L equal to

.1/2, i.e. £ ie the proton etate label. We introduce also
the following neutron atatea

f ; i p > * 4 T ; | p > J 7 j 1 5 > ^ 7 , ( 4 а )

where о are the columns containing two elements

7 ie the neutron state label, i.e. the state with 1^ = /£.
For the rBe •+•' p system the basis of one-particle states is
analogous to (4) end (4a) but with Jf replaced by % and
f by J .

The expressions used for the wave functions of ona-par-
tiole states contain two vectors U and * and four spinors
a[ * A * A 9 & • The orientation of these vectors and

epinora in the coordinate space is not fixed which enables one
to project the multipartiole wave function constructed from
the orbitals (4) and (4a) onto the states with a definite
angular momentum and a spin in a nucleon system.

Using the basic funotions (4) and (4a) it is not diffi-
cult to construct the wave function Hf (**/ *) of the system
having written it as a Slater determinant of the matrix $*8 .
In addition to the function \][(ц,(С} we inatroduce another

funotion $(?,£) which is obtained from ^(u, <f"У repla-

cing the vectors (Г and if by ^ and *» and spinors

l by / , / .
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Xhe overlap integral of funotione f and У with unity

is equal to the matrix determinant of one-partiole overlap

integrals |j F;j j) • The dimension of this determinant is oV/

and due to orthogonality of different apin-isospin funotione

it deoompcses into the produot of matrix determinants of leea

dimensionst
. .-/ I 1 U\

p»)
0

\ о о
о i о

о о
(5)

Having calculated each of determinant multipliers we obtaint

Ш . 4) - (в)

where ( u ^ and (iSJ are the matrix elements of spinor

function. The functions у and 9*
 d o n o t

 possess transla-

tional invariance, however» it is not difficult to pass free

them to translationally-invariant functions ф and Ф

which have no vector of the inertia center • She overlap in*

tegral of these functions differs from ^jH *P> by the

multiplier depending on (RS):

(7)

In a general сазе when the number of micleons in the sys-

tem is equal to A and (A-Aj) orbitals with a center at

the origin of coordinates are filled and fy
i
 orbitals with a
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oenter at the point К for the left-hand function with the

osoillator radius rj and, respectively, СЛ-^t) with a

center at the origin of coordinates and A^ with a center in

JT for the right function with the oscillator radius f
t

are filled, the multiplier reestablishing the translational

invarianoe of the overlap integral of functions jf and J'

is equal to

(8)

We introduce the notations for generating functions of

three different partitions of the eight-nucleon system into

two nuolei in the case T%* 0 t У
4
 for <Хч-<* , У^ for

\+p * Уз •
tor 7

6в
 + п
 with the osoillator radii fl ,

f̂  and f£ , respectively. The overlap integrals with unity
for generating functions of these states read as

(9)

(Ю)

(11)

(12)
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It ie not difficult to caloulate also the generating

matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator T .. The calcu-

lation technique ie described in Ref •[<)]• For instance, for

the eystems with (T
z
(s f we have

ZmrS
 (13)

3. In order to caloulate the generating matrix elements

of the potential energy operator it is convenient to uae the

general Lowdin formulas [10] for matrix elements of two-par-

ticle operators on the Slater determinants with nonorthogonal

orbitala:

(M)

where fOiZ) is the one-particle density matrix constructed

on the functions У and ? , \](<Л)
 i e t h e p a i r i n t e r

-

nucleon interaction operator:

It oonsists of the central exchange force operator

the spin-orbital interaction operator
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and the Coulomb interaction operator

and Pj. are the operators of projection onto the sta-

tes with definite values of the spin and lsospln of a particle

pair, respectively; ^ , is the Fauli matrix \ v, is the ope-

rator of the third nucleon isospin projection* The coordinate

dependence of the interaction potentials is assumed as .the

Gaussian functions

If we denote the matrix inverse to that of one-particle
overlap integrals IfF;;/! by ЙЛуЦ , then one-particle
density matrix PUil)

 ifl
 equal to the sum of products

of matrix elements /?• by one-particle functions p/f)

t i d J f th lft dand fji
2
) in the states i and J for the left and right

functions, respectively (as a set of one-particle states (4))

with the necessary spin-isospin functions:

л*

(19)

B» ona-partlcl» duaitx natrix of the Li*It system is equal

to

the following notations are introduced
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For simplicity all the values ol «he length dimension are writ-

ten in terms of the oscillator radius /# , The density matrix

for the system
 7
де+р is obtained from (20) by replacing

all the isospin functions f,- ̂  7/ • One-particle density

matrices for other cases are given in the appendix.

The generating matrix element of the central exchange for-

ces operator for the systems with |"F̂ |* j is equal to

U *-1

(22)

where
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( 2 4 )

The reet C»*%7 oaa Ъе obtained from the above expressions

given by the corresponding limiting transitions in ft and S

taking into account that

K0 *
The generating matrix elements of the Coulomb interac-

tion operator can be easily calculated if we use the integral

representation for the Coulomb interaction operator :
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Thus, the Coulomb matrix elements are reduced to the Gaussian

ones with the replaoement Г—*- (4 + Ц
г
) and with the

following integration over "t . The most general form of

the "Coulomb" integral is

(26)

The generating matrix element of the spin-orbital inte-

raction operator for the systems with \T
Z
\ - i reads

(27)

where
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We give no expressions for generating matrix elements of

other ohanaels because the formulae are rather cumbersome.

4* Having expanded in a aeriea the generating matrix ele-

ments by powers of generating parameters (L and S (sealers)

and having ohoeen the multipliers of K
K
i

m
 we obtain the mat-

rix elements of the corresponding operators between oscilla-

tor fractions of the system with К and #r quanta. Bat

these functions are also the packets of states with all possi-

ble values of the total. angular momentum and different inter-

nal motions.They depend on two vectors t & « a unit vector

determining the direction of filling the />-shell of X
 a n d

the veotor (ft//?) determining the direction of the wave vec-

tor of relative motion of scattered nuolei and also on two

spinorsi Q and О •

When the values of the total momentum / and parity 7"

are given we oharaotorise the scattering ohr - I by the or-

bital momentum t the relative motion Lj ana «he channel spin

JC • the latter is a veotor aim of the total momentum of

nucleus *X ~ %J and the spin of a soattering nuoleon 6

(See [ H j )• The momentum J is a veotor sum of the inter-

nal orbital momentum If of the nucleus *Jf and the spin of
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unpaired nucleon CL •

The wave function of the system, Д -*• nuoleon (more

exactly its angular part) in the state with the total momentum

/ can be presented as an irreducible tensor product of the
order of 1

(30)

where 2 ц and 5 Л are the angles determining the directions

of the vectors $ and |* • respectively. Irreducible ten-

sor products are constructed according to the general

summation rules of the angular momenta:

where Ji
m
iji

m
t are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Irredu-

cible tensor produots (30) (multipolar harmonics) are known

[i2jto present a total orthonormalized system of funotions,

therefore,the projection of a matrix element is performed by

integrating the latter with irreducible tensor products over

the angles S?
4
 , Q^ and Q

r
 , Q

s
 for the left and right func-

tions,respectively, and by carrying out summation over all

necessary projections of momenta.

The most general fragment of the matrix element of the

central interaction is as follows

(32)

where rt{ are the integers. Making use of the known expansion

[«1
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(33)

where

/=• л
у
л-2^. > 4 or 0 ,

it is easy to perform the necessary integrations. Consequently,

we obtain the sum of products of the Clebsch-Gordan coeffici-

ents ( 3jm symbols) over the projections of internal mo-

ments which is graphically shown in Fig.1. Each vertex cor-

responds to 3im symbol with the momenta converging in this

vertex. The faot that the vertices are connected between them-

selves denotes the summation over the projections of the cor-

responding momentum written above the line. The procedure of

the reduotion (summation over internal lines) of the graphs

to simpler invariant structures (3 nj -symbols) is described

in [12] .
Having performed the necessary summations for the frag-

ment of the central forces Q, (32) we obtain:

(34)

•Щ1Ш
Z 1, 1,

3* к h
1 •J L L,l
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where

U 1 are the
«4 / 6о-symbols;

The most general fragment of the matrix element

spin-orbital interaction has the form

(35)

The symbol 0 denotes the availability of the scalar pro-

duct of any elements from the first and the second column

(in all 16 combinations). Using the expansion (33) and the

formula

one may perform the necessary integrations over angles. The

resulting sum of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient products over

the projections of the moments is represented graphically In
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Fig.2. The dotted lines indicate different variants of the
graph for possible scalar products such as (36). The analy
tical expression for the projected matrix element (35) is
represents by the formula (37)*

****** $
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I
х
'
 Г
«

r,

When special matrix elements, for example (22) and (27),

are projected, the general formulas (34) and (37) are con-

siderably simplified since, firstly, the number of different

scalar products in every term is no more than five (rather

than six as in general case) and, secondly, the powers of

scalar products, except for (!<?) and (RS) are often not

higher than unity.

The formulas obtained solve the problem of conetruoting

a set of equations of an algebraic version of ROM for eight

nucleons and allow one to oaloulate correctly the multichan-

nel scattering and the reactions taking into aooount the spin,

orbital interaction and recharge.

АРИЙГОЫ.

We write the expressions of one-particle density- matri-

oea for the systems with T^> 0 • The numerical indices of the

density matrioes numerate the reaction channels which differ
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in the form of splitting into two nuoleit 1 denotes (Х + а ,

2 does Lc"*"P , 3 denotes
 4

bz-+n, • The oscillator ra-

dii are Cf
 t
 Ci and С

л
 . in each channel, respectively.

щ
гс,
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•<Tf) HW
' are obtained tram P and j> from p byp

and the corresponding change of indices of
The following notations are introduced
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axe reduced to the formulas (21).
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